
BATHROOMS



Pura Ivo

A place of relaxation and
calm in the home

It’s easy to transform a functional space into spa like luxury. With a little effort you can

make a huge difference to this underrated room.

Your Kent Blaxill bathroom will be designed to your requirements by our 

inspirational designers; we can offer a full planning, design and installation service for your

dream bathroom. Alternatively if you wish to use your own tradesman we can offer a

supply only service.

Create your own sanctuary with our innovative ideas and discover the high quality

products we have on offer.

A visit to our beautiful showroom will inspire and help you to visualise
how your bathroom could be.



Pura Bathroom Ranges
Pura are a UK based independent bathroom manufacturer with a huge range of products designed to
inspire, beautiful to look at and manufactured to the highest quality whilst being great value.

Extensive range of sanitaryware and brassware

Guarantees
To reflect confidence in
the quality, durability
and reliability of Pura’s
product range we offer a
25 year guarantee across
our range of sanitaryware
and baths along with a
10 year guarantee for our
brassware and accessories.
Quality you can rely on;
product you can trust.

Materials
Pura products are manufactured using the highest quality materials available.
Conforming to all required CE approvals, our sanitaryware is produced using a
precise combination of over 17 components, perfected over many years of 
manufacture. Production within the same factory ensures our sanitaryware range
colour matches allowing you to mix and match as desired.
Our brassware is produced using the highest grade brass with no recycled
materials. Providing endorsement of the quality and reliability of our range, much
of our brassware is approved under the stringent WRAS approval scheme. Look
out for the WRAS approval icon throughout the brochure. 

The Pura group are a dynamic and ambitious bathroom product manufacturer and made in the UK. They offer
brands to inspire, are beautiful to look at, and manufactured to the highest quality with precision and
thoughtfulness. Combine this with superb value for money from top to bottom price range.

Featuring a huge range of complete bathroom solutions including sanitaryware, furniture, baths and brassware at
fantastic price points. This high quality range offers excellent value for money.

Modern lifestyles require modern solutions and Pura’s beautifully constructed bathroom furniture range combines
style with functionality, so your bathroom design fits with how you live.

Xcite Bathroom Furniture Range Flite Tap

Urban Basin & Pedestal

Flite Sink & High Gloss Storage UnitXcite Intro TapBloque Bidet & Mixer

Square Single Ended Bath



Bauhaus Bathrooms
For over 20 years as a bathroom supplier, Bauhaus have strived for quality and perfection. Renowned in the
design and manufacture of furniture and ceramics with a vast, exciting and innovative product range,
Bauhaus is one of the most pioneering companies in the UK.

The next few pages show some of the distinctive and stunning designs available.

Bauhaus ElitePura Curve Shower Bath

Ivo Bath

Ice Bath

Square Shower Bath

Pura Baths
Designed with the modern home in mind. The Pura range of single ended, double ended and space saving shower
bath styles are available in a variety of lengths and widths, and with a complementary range of bath panels and
screens to choose from. A Pura bath will transform your bathroom into an oasis of relaxation and well being so
you simply run your bath step in and soak.  

Look towards a Puracast bath for a fully encapsulated, reinforced bath which is strong and rigid. Perfect if you are
going to be showering in the bath.

Spacious &
practical
Shower baths combine a
bathing area with an enlarged
shower space allowing a full
showering experience. 
They use a little extra room
compared to a standard 
bath, but are a worthy 
compromise to a shower
enclosure



Bauhaus | Elite
A masterpiece of modern design, the breathtaking Elite range hosts an assortment of storage options for

bathrooms with limited space. Featuring vast under basin storage coupled with smart handle-less doors and

drawers, Elite also offers wall hung storage units that allow you to maximise space underneath.

Elite Storage - store away all the clutter
Elite Bathroom Furniture in Anthracite, Wisp Tap, Essence Illuminated Mirror, 

Wisp Shower Head & Essence Shower Enclosure

Touch to Open Bauhaus Pier Tap

Bauhaus Elite Storage

Be Inspired
We understand bathrooms, 
so whatever your style or
requirements there's a
product range to suit you. 
Our inspirational pages offer 
a wealth of style suggestions
and trend-led looks to help
create a bathroom that is
perfectly tailored to your
tastes.



Clever storage solutions for all the family
Offering ample storage space, a concealed pull down laundry
basket and user friendly soft closing drawers, Bauhaus furniture 
solutions are perfect for creating a practical and stylish space 
designed to suit the whole family.

What basin style suits you?
Whether you are sourcing for a small cloakroom, a luxury
designer suite or practical family bathroom, it's important  you
choose the right style of basin. With such a vast range available
you'll be spoilt for choice. Below is a guide to the styles available.

Countertop Back to Wall Countertop Wall Mounted

Undermount Inset Semi Inset Bauhaus Glide 2 Driftwood Furniture & Wild Bathroom Suite

What basin style suits you?



Duravit Bathrooms
Duravit bathrooms manufacture high quality products for the bathroom, created by the world renowned
designers and fitted with technical solutions that are both smart and convenient. Duravit products generate
a sustained sense of wellbeing in the bathroom with materials and designs that are made to last. These pages
show just a small range of whats available, see in-store for details.

Luxurious & Elegant
Happy D2 range is a design led product backed up by
technical innovation allowing for the charming curves
of this range to feature so prominently.The delicate rim
gives the large bath tub a special beauty. The soft lines
give wash-rooms, WC’s and bidets a subtle and clean
look. The options of furniture, pedestals and wash-
stands allows you to create a practical, conventional or
contemporary look.

Happy D2 Storage

Sensowash, the shower toilet for that 

freshly-washed feeling

Happy D2

Happy D2 Rimless Bidet & Toilet

Happy D2 Basin

Happy D2 Bathroom

Happy D2 Basin & Pedestal



Duravit Happy D2Durastyle Bath & Panels

Durastyle Bathroom & Storage Solutions

Tomorrow is here now
Timeless Duravit design enables your bathroom space to
look on trend for years to come. The Starck1 furniture has
been in production for 24 years and still has 
worldwide popularity.



Bathroom Storage Solutions
Enhance your bathroom with our great range of storage solutions. On the following pages you will find great
ideas brought to you by our specially selected manufacturers: Calypso, Mereway and Utopia.

Bathroom Storage Solutions | Calypso
Calypso Modular and Vanity Furniture has been created to give a luxurious minimalist feel with the benefit of
maximising the useable space within your bathroom. This furniture has been specifically designed to stand alone
giving you the ability to adapt to any space with ease. We stock an array of different sizes within each range to suit
all individual situations, giving you the choice you need as you create your own dream bathroom. Turn your house
into a home, relax and enjoy your vanity furniture for years to come.

Available in seven different ranges and twenty inspirational colours. 

Verona & Liana

Available in Anthracite, White & Latte Gloss

Sora

Available in Limed Oak, Warm Walnut, Driftwood

Loretto

Available in Pearly White, Midnight Gloss, Limed Oak

Brenta

Available in Pearly White, Misty Gloss, Limed Oak

Modena 5 stock colours. Mix and match also 

available. 5 cabinet colours, 21 finishes

Esperia

Available in Pearly White, Mist or Midnight Gloss



Bathroom Storage Solutions
Mereway
Mereway bathrooms are constructed using traditional
materials and methods, with an obsessive attention to
detail. With inspirational furniture, worktops and
handles, Mereway have brought together a collection of
designs and finishes for all tastes. Crafted with style and
quality, Mereway offer furniture collections designed to
reflect your lifestyle and to suit your pocket.

Easy Living

Pacific - 2 colours available

Easy Living

Java - 5 colours available

Ultra Modern

Vogue 11 colours available

Contemporary

Adriatic - 8 colours available

Easy Living

Tirare Might Grey Matt, Porcelain or Cashmere Matt

Shaker

Sargasso - 5 colours available

A Place for Everything
From doors to pull-out drawers, mirrored cabinets to
integrated laundry baskets combine cabinetry 
to create a space that works for you.



Bathroom Storage Solutions | Utopia Bathrooms
The Utopia collection of bathroom furniture offers a storage solution to suit all bathroom projects. Designed and
manufactured in the UK they have been a leader in quality bathrooms for nearly 30 years.

Utopia offering of fitted, modular, and free-standing furniture cater for all needs from simplistic fitting to
minimalistic wall-hung designs. Each range comes with a diverse choice of colours and finishes, you can combine
these colours together to give your bathroom a unique and personal feel. Incorporate a hygienic solid surface to
create a premium look, alternatively you can choose from one of the 13 laminate worktops available

There is a range that can suit all budgets and tastes with Utopia.

Fitted Furniture
Maximum streamlined storage space designed for easy fitting
with all pipework concealed behind the cabinets and plinths.

Create clever storage
with a flowing har-
monised look that
makes the most of the
available space in your
bathroom.

A beautiful painted tim-
ber range of furniture in
an inspirational mix of
six classic and on-trend
shades. Choose from an
extensive range of units.

Designer curves feature
in abundance, from the
furniture and handles to
the co-ordinating 
Symmetry bath and
shower screen.

Beautiful to behold, 
fabulous to touch, Star
proves the old adage
that less is more.

Wall-Hung Modular Furniture
For the contemporary look. A versatile, functional and stylish
range of wall-hung modular furniture

See, touch, feel, hear…
Lustre engages all the
senses with its powerful
visual impact

Bathroom design be-
comes art… Opula is
all about beauty.

Designer curves feature
in abundance, from the
furniture and handles to
the co-ordinating 
Symmetry bath and
shower screen.

Achieve a more 
contemporary look
with iLine. A striking
50mm frame can be 
co-ordinated to 
contrast or match 
your door finish.

Create a stunning
bathroom with Halo’s
simple yet elegant
styling.

A beautiful painted
timber range of
furniture in an
inspirational mix of
six classic and on-trend
shades. 

The ultra-modern Geo
range brings chic style
to the bathroom.

For superb storage
space with stunning
good looks You is the
perfect choice.

Transform your bath-
room into a beautiful
functional space. 
Coordinate your Qube
furniture just as you like
for the perfect fit.

Freestanding Furniture
Maximum storage space designed for easy fitting with all
pipework concealed behind the cabinets and plinths.

Inspired by the elegance
of period bathroom
styling, Downton is a
collection of beautiful
freestanding pieces of
furniture.

A beautiful painted tim-
ber range of furniture in
an inspirational mix of
six classic and on-trend
shades. Choose from an
extensive range of units.

Transform your bath-
room into a beautiful
functional space. Coor-
dinate your Qube furni-
ture just as you like for
the perfect fit.

Designer curves feature
in abundance, from the
furniture and handles to
the co-ordinating Sym-
metry bath and shower
screen.



Showering
Indulge with the latest in showering options, for design led ideas and innovations. 

Showers Screens | Matki
Effortless style and sublime innovation are the hall marks of any Matki collection, and the foundations of which
every Matki product is created. The functionality and hand crafted design gives you a truly exhilarating shower
experience.

Matki control every step in the process of creating your dream shower. From design and manufacturing to testing
and delivery. This “in-house” philosophy allows Matki to keep the tightest control on quality.

You can check out a variety of Matki enclosures in our showrooms, be sure to feel the extremely smooth opening
on our EauZone display or the extremely practical take on the “One” pivot door.

Matki
Boutique Walk-in ShowerMatki One CurvedMatki One Quintesse

Matki Illusion Corner Matki Illusion Quintesse Matki One Pivot Corner

A One Off
Matki’s EauZone+ range offers
the ability to create bespoke
enclosures, shower panels,
shower trays, cut around
notches or ceiling  vaults to fill
that awkward
space.

Stand out
with colour
Mix and match different colours to
highlight wall frames, handles and
enclosure details in the “One” range.
Fancy a coloured shower tray? Matki
can do that too.



Shower Screens | Merlyn
Merlyn showers design, engineer and craft all of their products in-house creating some of the finest showering
environments in the world. 

A vast range of enclosures and trays accommodates all needs with Merlyn offering sleek and practical designs for
small spaces. You can see the frame-less bifold door (pictured right) and their infold door in our showrooms.

Ask in-store for details about the premium Arysto range.

Merlyn
8-Series - 2 Door Quad

Merlyn
8-Series - Frameless Bifold



Shower Screens
Lakes
Bathrooms
Of all the rooms in your
home, the bathroom
should be a space for
refreshment and
relaxation - a place to
invigorate and prepare for
the day ahead or to
return home. Products
that will serve you day
after day, shower after
shower. 

Though very
competitively priced,
Lakes showering products
still boast some
impressive features.

Their Purevue glass has a
lower iron content which
which reduces the
greenish tinting. 
Plus with glass guard on
all panels as standard you
will have peace of mind
the product will look
great in years to come.

Lakes also has a range of
mirrored bath screens
and enclosures, a great
way of giving an illusion of
space in a smaller room.

Lakes Bathrooms
Pure Vue HD Glass, 900mm Silver Semi Frameless Corner Entry Shower

Wet Rooms | Roman Showers
The perfect way to create a wet-room - tailored to your own style.

Roman's Select Collection features our Wet-Room Panel options, which can be fitted
to our low level shower trays or straight to floor to create a true wet room. We
present a number of panel sizes and options, to help you create your perfect
bathroom sanctuary. Included are the various configurations that are available to suit
you and your bathroom. All Panels are 2000mm high and available in either 8mm
glass thickness or 10mm glass thickness.

Selecting your configuration

Select the size of panel you require in either 8 or 10mm glass thickness; select your
configuration; select between a fixed or pivoting deflector panel; and select your
desired bracing bars. Alternatively come and get advice from your bathroom
consultant, they will help you through the choices available.

Corner Panel, Fixed Deflector Panel, 
Low Level Brace

Corner Panel x2, Fixed Deflector Panel, 
Low Level Brace with Side Panel Brace

Corner Panel, Floor to Ceiling Brace

Corner Panel, Low Level Brace Linear Panel, Pivoting Deflector Panels x2 Corner Panel x2, Glass to Glass Panel, 
Pivoting Deflector Panel, Low Level Brace x2

Lakes Bathrooms
Mirror Shower Screen

Walk-in
A walk-in shower gives a
clean and fresh look to any
bathroom, no matter how
large or small. A walk-in
shower is stylish, easy to
access and ideal for a small
space.



Smart Showers | Aqualisa

Innovation is at the heart of the Aqualisa brand. They are the reason
for so many technical leaps and bounds and their technologies are
now seen across the industry. Produced in Britain, since 1977,
Aqualisa understands the shower market. The recent introduction
of smart showers which are suitable for low pressure systems can
be the perfect way to invigorate your showering experience.

There is an Aqualisa shower suitable for everyone.

Which water system do you have?

There are three main types of water system found in British homes; high pressure, gravity and combi. The type of shower you can install will
be determined by the water system so it’s important to know which one is in your home. You may even need a pump to boost water flow. If
in doubt, you should ask your plumber.

Gravity System

Gravity systems are most common in the
UK. They tend to be found in older
properties. There is normally a cold water
tank in the loft and a hot cylinder in the
airing cupboard. The greater the vertical
distance between the tank and the shower
head, the better the performance.

To boost flow, you can fit a pump with
this water system.

Combi System

A combination boiler – often referred to 
as a ‘combi’ – is usually located in the
kitchen and fires up the moment you turn
on a hot tap. 

Booster pumps should not be used
with this water system.

High Pressure System

This kind of system is often fitted in newer
or refurbished properties. Water is
provided via a high pressure hot water
cylinder, which will often be located in an
airing cupboard. An expansion tank is
usually visible on top of the cylinder.

Booster pumps should not be used
with this water system.

How big is your bathroom?

Not all bathrooms are the same. Some are huge, some are compact.
Most showers will fit any size bathroom or en-suite, and any style of
enclosure from luxurious wet rooms and walk-throughs to space-
saving enclosures. We also offer bath shower mixers for  bathrooms
where an over-bath shower is the best option. 

Traditional or contemporary?

Functionality is important but so are aesthetics. That’s why our
designers spend so much time making sure our showers look the
part. Electric showers such as the Aqualisa Lumi and Sassi are super
modern but there are more traditional designs such as Aqualisa
Aquatique Thermo.

What’s your budget?

Some people are seeking a single shower for the main bathroom,
others their dream shower. Perhaps you are installing second or
third showers that won’t be used every day, updating a second
home or refurbishing a buy-to-let property.  There are showers to
suit every price range, but ease of installation is crucial too. Designs
such as the Aqualisa Quartz Electric and Aqualisa Vitalise Electric
showers are particularly popular with installers because they are
straight forward to install.

Wake up to a perfect shower
How do you wake up in the morning, to an invigorating
jet of water or are you drenched from head to toe all
in the luxury of a beautiful shower enclosure.

Showers are an integral part of contemporary 
bathrooms. The options you have from shower 
cubicles to wet rooms, electric showers to 
power showers add up to a complete showering

experience which can be tailored to your needs.

Our consultants can take you through what options
best suit you and can be installed into your bathroom.

What type of water
system do you have?

Do you want to use your
hot water system?

Solutions available to you

Mains Cold Water Any Electric Shower

Any Electric ShowerNo

Yes Any Mixer or Digital

Yes

No

Any Mixer, Digital
or Power Shower

Any Electric Shower

Yes

No

Any Mixer or Digital

Any Electric Shower

Combination Boiler

High Pressure

Gravity

H
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A simple guide to the showering solutions available for your home

Identify your hot water system, then use the simple guide below to find a suitable showering solution.



Brassware | Vado
Vado are a leading British bathroom brassware manufacturer producing high quality taps, accessories and
fittings to customers across the globe.

Quality that feels and
looks right
Vado work closely with the industries leading
standards organisations to reinforce the Vado 
12 Year guarantee.

The brass used in
Vado’s product are
made using an exact
recipe.

All Vado
products are
polished by
hand for a
faultless finish.

Shower Trays | Just Trays

Seamless Style
The original low-level tray is a best seller with installers
and consumers alike. The JTFusion™ is manufactured
from ABS capped acrylic stone resin and double
skinned for extra strength. Installation is easy whether
raising on legs with a JT Riser Kit or fitting flat-to-the
floor for the ultimate sleek look.

The range is available in 48 sizes and 5 colours, in
addition to gloss and matt white, 27 of these come
with the option of integrated tiling upstands to create a
watertight enclosure, be it a new or existing
installation. JTFusion™ is also available with a concealed
waste to present a modern and minimalist look.

Available with a concealed waste option
• 48 size options available in square, rectangle, 

quadrant and offset quadrant
• Installs flat to floor or on legs with a JTFusion™

riser kit (available as an optional extra)
• Includes JT90mm Waste™

• Available with upstands
• JTAnti-Slip™ available
• 25 year guarantee

JTAnti-Slip Shower Trays
- The Safe Option
JT's anti-slip protection is 
applied at factory level
and built into the tray.
All JT anti-slip trays boast
the highest safety rating
that can be attained.



Vado the mark
of quality
See the Vado catalogue for
the full range of baskets,
soap dishes, cabinets and
of course the unrivalled
choice of taps, mixers and
showers.

Vado cabinets the
perfect way to store all
of your bathroom
toiletries, with height
adjustable shelving and
soft close hinges for
practicality and ease
of use.

Vado baskets a practical
solution to bathroom
and showering storage.

Available in a range of
sizes and shapes to suit
the space available.



Flooring & Tiling
Collection

We have teamed up with the UK’s leading flooring and tiling suppliers 

to provide you with the most extensive choice for your bathroom. 

Visit our bathrooms showroom 
for more information and sample selections 

A stunning to look at yet easy 
to look after range of flooring.
Each comes with a selection 

of customisable features so you
can create something personal 

to you. With so many styles,
finishes and formats to choose

from, everyone can find
something to suit their 

personal style.

Porcelanosa is the ceramic wall
and floor tile sector’s leading
manufacturer. Specialising in 

single-fired porous, stoneware, 
and porcelain wall and floor tiles 
in an extensive variety of formats
and finishes. It’s products stand

out for their high-tech
properties, innovative design 

and unbeatable quality.

Providing quality hardwood
flooring for over three

generations. Manufacturing new
and exciting flooring from the

traditional and timeless elegance
of the solid collection to the

technologically advanced
engineered floors, the emphasis
is always on providing beautiful
and durable flooring solutions 

to meet modern requirements.

With so many options to
choose from, there's always a

quick-step floor for your home.
Planks or tiles, wide or small,

modern or traditional... 
the choice is yours!

Thanks to the superior-quality
HDF core and the Scratch
Guard top layer, Quick-Step
laminate floors provide long-

term durability against everyday 
wear and tear.

Johnson Tiles are the UK’s
leading manufacturer of ceramic
tiles, their experienced design

team travel the world to source
products to enhance their

portfolio. They are also one of
the greenest companies in the
UK. Over 100 years experience
Johnson Tiles has a long history

providing quality innovative
products through their

dedicated in-house design team.

Our extensive hand-picked
range encompasses the latest

top quality and innovative
products from manufacturers
worldwide. We stock polished,
matt and anti-slip porcelain, as
well as a choice of ceramic wall

and floor tiles and mosaics. 
The range is continually being
updated to keep it in line with

both colour and industry trends

Compatible with 
underfloor heating

100% recyclable

Click-locking system

No need for adhesive

Suitable for renovation

Tile Range



Layer Road, Colchester CO2 9JY

01206 216079 | Open Mon-Sat 8am-5pm

CONNECT WITH US AT
www.kentblaxill.co.uk | @KentBlaxill | /KentBlaxill

email showrooms@kentblaxill.co.uk 


